Late 2020 Tourism and Hospitality Industry Survey Summary

Overview
Compared with Explore Minnesota’s traditional industry business surveys, the late 2020
survey covered a broader cross-section of the tourism and hospitality industry. Instead
of focusing solely on Minnesota’s lodging and camping businesses, this survey solicited
responses from the state’s food/drink establishments, along with a variety of attraction
and entertainment businesses. Yet another business category covered businesses that
supply goods and services to Minnesota’s tourism and hospitality businesses, i.e., allied
businesses. The survey was conducted in partnership with Hospitality Minnesota and
the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis. While the survey was conducted jointly,
survey results are analyzed and reported separately by each organization.
Results for fall 2020 and expected winter activity levels were similar among
respondents. Nearly 80% of respondents reported lower fall revenue, and more than
80% also reported lower fall customer traffic. Even larger portions of respondents
expect lower winter revenue and customer traffic. Food/drink establishments reported
the worst business activity levels, while resorts and campgrounds reported the best,
though best is relative and, in this case, still bad. Geographically, the metro and
southern Minnesota regions reported the worst business levels, followed by central
Minnesota. Northeast and northwest Minnesota reported similar levels of the best
results among regions. Again, best is relative.
Results indicate deteriorating financial health among respondents, with more than three
quarters of respondents saying their current financial health is either declining or
“stable, but negative.” Many tourism and hospitality businesses urgently need
conditions to improve, with 30.5% of respondents signaling that they can remain solvent
under current conditions for no more than 3 months and another 26.5% anticipating
only 4-6 months of solvency. Solvency concerns are most immediate for food/drink
establishments and hotels.
Six in ten respondents have already met pre-pandemic levels or expect business to
return to pre-pandemic levels before the end of 2021, with the greatest share
anticipating a return in the second half of 2021. Of the remaining respondents, most
expect business to return to pre-pandemic levels in 2022, but more than one in ten
expect 2023 or later.
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Responses by
Business Category
• The survey received a total of 681
responses from a cross-section of the
tourism and hospitality industry. This is a
high number of responses, relative to
other surveys. However, because of
overlap among survey partners’ invitation
lists, it is not possible to determine
response rates for the survey, either in
total or for business categories.

Business type: Which of the following best describes your primary business activity?
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Overnight accommodation

Food/drink establishment

Attraction/entertainment
company

Allied & other businesses
(goods & services)

Responses by Business Category (cont.)
• Within overnight accommodations, most of the 306 respondents
who indicated their type of accommodation business were from
hotel/motels (143) and resorts (99). Other accommodation
categories received considerably fewer responses, including
B&B/historic inns (25) and campgrounds (18). While on the low
side, these two accommodation categories received enough
responses to cautiously consider their results. However,
Airbnb/VRBOs received too few responses (6) to be given
separate consideration in analysis.
• Within food/drink establishments, nearly three quarters (72.6%)
of the 237 respondents who indicated their type of business
represented restaurants (172), with another 13.5% representing
breweries, taprooms, wineries or distilleries (32). Only 7
respondents (3%) represented bar/clubs. For this analysis, all
food/drink respondents will be considered together as food/drink
establishments.
• Within attraction/entertainment, only museum/gallery received
responses from more than 10 respondents. Of the 59 total
respondents who indicated their type of
attraction/entertainment, 40% represented museum/galleries
(23). Another 30.5% checked “other” (18), specifying a wide
variety of “other” business types. The remaining categories of
attraction/entertainment categories include theater/performance
(4 respondents), tours/excursions (5) and outdoor
activities/rentals (9). For this analysis, attraction/entertainment
respondents will be considered together as
attractions/entertainment.
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Which of the following best describes your overnight
accommodation business?
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Fall Business
Activity Results
• Business was down in each of three
measures of fall 2020 activity, compared
with fall 2019.
• Nearly 80% of survey respondents (79.5%)
said fall 2020 revenue was lower compared
with last year, including 65.2% who said
revenue was significantly lower. By contrast,
14.5% said revenue was somewhat or
significantly higher.
• On another measure of business activity,
81.5% of respondents said fall customer
traffic was lower compared with last year,
including 67.4% who said customer traffic
was significantly lower. 14.2% of
respondents said customer traffic was
somewhat or significantly higher.
• Response options for this and many other
survey questions included “don’t know” or
“don’t know/not applicable.” For display and
analysis purposes in this report, those
responses were cited in notes below
relevant graphs and treated as missing
values ( i.e., the sum of results for all
remaining response options is 100%).

Recent business activity: How was business activity at your firm during the Fall season
(Sept-Oct-Nov) compared with last year?
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Revenue/sales
Significantly lower

5.4%

8.5%
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Somewhat lower

Little or no change

4.0%
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Somewhat higher

Significantly higher

Note: “Don’t know/not applicable” (DK/NA) responses were treated as missing values. DK/NA constituted 2.1%, 2.0% and 3.8% of
all fall revenue, customers and spending responses, respectively.
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Fall Business
Activity Results (continued)
• While fall business activity at food/drink
establishments was hit the hardest (i.e.,
79% with significantly lower revenue and
81% with significantly lower customer
traffic), each of the other three business
categories (i.e., attractions/events,
overnight accommodations and allied
and other businesses) reported
substantial declines in fall business
activity as well.

Fall Revenue/Sales, by Primary Business Activity
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Fall Customer Traffic/Total Customers,
by Primary Business Activity
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Note: “Don’t know/not applicable” (DK/NA) responses were treated as missing values. DK/NA constituted no more than 4.2% of
responses for any business category, for fall revenue or fall customers.
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4.3%

Fall Business
Activity Results (continued)
• Within accommodations, resorts and
campgrounds fared considerably better
than hotel/motels this fall. Only 42% of
resort respondents and 33% of
campground respondents experienced
lower revenue, compared with 89% of
hotel/motel respondents. Similarly, only
42% of resort respondents and 33% of
campground respondents experienced
lower fall customer traffic, compared
with 92% of hotel/motel respondents.
42% of resort respondents and 47% of
campground respondents experienced
higher fall revenue, compared with just
5% of hotel/motel respondents.

Fall Revenue/Sales, by Primary Business Activity
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Fall Customer Traffic/Total Customers,
by Primary Business Activity
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Q17: Resort
Significantly lower
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Note: “Don’t know/not applicable” (DK/NA) responses were treated as missing values. DK/NA constituted 6.4% of resort responses
for fall revenue and 6.5% for fall customers; 1.5% of hotel/motel responses for both fall revenue and fall customers; and 11.8% of
campground responses for both fall revenue and fall customers.
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Fall Business
Activity Results (continued)
• Geographically, the metro region fared
considerably worse than greater Minnesota
overall this fall. However, among the four
greater Minnesota regions, substantial
differences separated southern Minnesota
from the three regions that represent central
and northern Minnesota. Results showed
southern Minnesota’s fall business activity to
be only slightly better than the metro’s, while
central Minnesota’s was considerably better,
and northeast and northwest Minnesota were
similar to each other and reported the best fall
business activity among regions. Still, “best”
needs to be substantially qualified as a
relative label, since all regions show an
imbalance toward negative results.
• For the metro region, 94% of respondents said
fall 2020 revenue was lower compared with
last year, including 84% who said revenue
was significantly lower. For southern
Minnesota, 93% of respondents said fall 2020
revenue was lower, including 76% significantly
lower. On the other end of the spectrum, for
northeast and northwest Minnesota
respondents, 60% and 63% of respondents,
respectively, said fall revenue was lower,
including 14% and 15%, respectively,
significantly lower.
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Fall Revenue/Sales, by Minnesota Region
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Fall Customer Traffic/Total Customers, by Minnesota Region
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Note: “Don’t know/not applicable” (DK/NA) responses were treated as missing values. DK/NA constituted no more than 4.2% of
responses for any region, for fall revenue or fall customers.

Winter Business Expectations
Expectations for winter business activity compared with a
year ago were more negative than results for fall business
activity, with food and drink establishments and the metro
region again expecting the strongest declines. Winter
expectation results were depressed by the absence of
seasonal resorts and campgrounds, many of which
contributed to the few bright spots in fall business results.
Winter results included higher proportions of “don’t
know/not applicable” responses, especially for
accommodations that, as noted above, include many
seasonal resorts and campgrounds. 26% of resorts and
62.5% of campgrounds checked “don’t know/not
applicable” for upcoming winter revenue expectations,
responses that were treated as missing values.
Overall, well over eight in ten respondents (85.9%) expect
upcoming winter revenue to be lower compared with last
year, including 71.9% who expect revenue to be
significantly lower. By contrast, 6.1% expect revenue to be
somewhat or significantly higher.
Compared with revenue expectations, slightly more
(86.8%) respondents expect winter customer traffic to be
lower compared with last year, including 71.4% who
expect customer traffic to be significantly lower. 5.6% of
respondents expect winter customer traffic to be
somewhat or significantly higher.
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Financial Health
• Explore Minnesota has asked businesses
to assess their current financial health in
surveys for many years, with businesses
providing generally positive positive
responses before COVID-related
impacts. Those results were flipped in
results to this survey, with more than
three quarters of respondents (76.1%)
providing negative responses. These
included 48.8% responding that their
financial health is declining and 27.3%
responding that their financial health is
“stable, but negative.”
• By contrast, 23.9% of respondents
provided positive responses, including
5.4% with financial health that is growing
and 18.5% responding that their financial
health is “stable, but positive.”

Financial health: How would you rate your business' current financial health?
60%

48.8%

50%

40%

30%

27.3%

18.5%

20%

10%
5.4%

0%

Growing

Stable, but positive

Stable, but negative

Note: “Don’t know” responses (1.3% of all responses) were treated as missing values.
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Declining

Financial Health

Financial health: How would you rate your business' current financial health?
(by Primary Business Activity)

(continued)

• There was considerable variation among
business categories regarding how they
responded to the financial health
question, though all business categories
had overall negative financial health,
where the portion of negative responses
exceeded positive responses. Among
primary business categories, allied
businesses had the most positive health,
with 46% of respondents reporting either
growing (9.5%) or stable, but positive
(36.5%) financial health. On the other
end of the spectrum, 93% of food/drink
establishments reported overall negative
health, either declining (66%) or stable,
but negative (27%). Accommodations
and attractions were in between.
• Within accommodations, resorts and
campgrounds provided the most positive
financial health results of any of the
survey’s business categories, and one of
the few bright spots among all survey
results. 58% of resorts and 67% of
campground reported overall positive
financial health, including 17.5% of
resorts and 22% of campgrounds
responding that their financial health was
growing. By contrast hotel/motels were at
13% overall positive, and 2% growing.

70%

66.4%

60%
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46.6%
43.1%

40%

36.5%

34.5%
30%

27.0% 27.0%

26.8%

23.4% 24.1%
20%

10%

17.2%
9.4%

9.5%

6.8%
1.7%

0%

Q16: Overnight accommodation Q16: Food/drink establishment
Growing

Stable, but positive

Q16: Attraction/entertainment Q16: Allied & other businesses
company
(goods & services)
Stable, but negative

Declining

Note: “Don’t know” responses were treated as missing values. “Don’t know” constituted no more than 1.7% of responses for any
business category.
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Solvency
• Many tourism and hospitality businesses
urgently need conditions to improve, with
30.5% responding that they can remain
solvent for no more than 3 months under
current conditions, and another 26.5% for
4-6 months. Altogether, 56.9% of
respondents said they could remain
solvent for no more than 6 months.
• In addition, this question received a large
portion of “don’t know/not applicable”
responses (18.6%).

Solvency: Under current business conditions, how long could your firm remain solvent?
30%
25.9%

26.5%

25%
22.8%
20.3%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

4.6%

less than 1 month

1-3 months

4-6 months

6-12 months

Note: “Don’t know/not applicable” responses (18.6% of all responses) were treated as missing values.
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Indefinitely – solvency
is not in question

Solvency (continued)
• The urgency is greatest for food/drink
establishments, with 46.5% saying they
can remain solvent for no more than 3
months and another 35% saying 4-6
months. Accommodations are also facing
critical solvency issues, with 22% saying
they can remain solvent under current
conditions for no more than 3 months and
another 23% saying 4-6 months.
• Within accommodations, hotel/ motels
reported the greatest solvency
challenges, with just under 30% (29.5%)
saying they can remain solvent for no
more than 3 months and another 30.5%
saying 4-6 months. 14% of responding
resorts and none of the responding
campgrounds indicated no more than 3
months solvency.
• In addition, many accommodations (27%)
responded “don’t know/not applicable” to the
solvency question, including an especially
large portion of hotel/motels (33%)
responded.

Solvency: Under current business conditions, how long could your firm remain solvent?
(by Primary Business Activity)
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44.4%
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38.6%
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9.5%
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0.0%
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accommodation
less than 1 month

Q16: Food/drink
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Q16:
Attraction/entertainment
company
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Q16: Allied & other
businesses (goods &
services)

Indefinitely – solvency is not in question

Note: “Don’t know/not applicable” (DK/NA) responses were treated as missing values. DK/NA constituted 26.7%, 8.9%, 18.6% and
16.0% of accommodation, food, attraction and allied responses, respectively.
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Return of Business to
Pre-Pandemic Levels
• Six in ten respondents (60.8%) have
already met pre-pandemic levels or
expect business to return to prepandemic levels before the end of 2021,
with the greatest share (46.2%)
anticipating a return in the second half of
2021. Of the remaining respondents,
most expect business to return to prepandemic levels in 2022 (25.3%), with
another 10.7% expecting 2023 or later.
• In addition, this question received a large
portion of “don’t know/not applicable”
responses (14.6%).

When do you expect business at your firm to return to something close
to pre-pandemic levels?
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46.2%
45%
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25.3%
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10.7%
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8.2%
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5%
0%

3.1%

Have already met or
surpassed prepandemic levels

First half of 2021

Second half of 2021

2022

2023 or later

Note: “Don’t know/not applicable” responses (14.6% of all responses) were treated as missing values.
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Never

Return of Business to
Pre-Pandemic Levels
(continued)

• Expectations for returning to prepandemic levels vary by business
category, with accommodations having
the most respondents that have already
met pre-pandemic levels and also the
fewest expecting business to return in the
second half of 2021.
• Food/drink establishments and
attraction/entertainment respondents are
most likely to expect business to return in
the second half of 2021.
• Within accommodations, hotel/motels are
the most likely to expect business to
return in 2023 or later.

When do you expect business at your firm to return to something close to
pre-pandemic levels? (by Primary Business Activity)
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6.6%

4.9%

3.3%

Q16: Allied & other
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Note: “Don’t know/not applicable” (DK/NA) responses were treated as missing values. DK/NA constituted 12.0%, 18.6%, 8.5% and
17.6% of accommodation, food, attraction and allied responses, respectively.
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Pandemic-related
Questions
• In addition to the many survey questions
that directly or indirectly provided insights
into business conditions during the
pandemic, two questions addressed
more specific pandemic-related
dimensions of business activity.
• The first of these two questions asked
about the nature and direction of changes
in business activity over the course of the
pandemic. Among seven response
options, three reflected overall positive
changes and three reflected overall
negative changes, with the seventh
option being “don’t know/not applicable.”
Overall positive change options
represented just under one third of
responses (32.1%), with just under half of
them (15.3% of total) indicating that
business activity over the course of the
pandemic has been “up and down, but
more good than bad.” Overall negative
change options represented two thirds of
responses (67.9%), with just under half of
them (31.4%) responding “volatile; more
bad than good.”

How would you describe business activity at your firm over the course
of the pandemic to date?
35%
31.4%
30%

25%

19.2%

20%

17.3%
15.3%
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9.5%
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1. Steadily
improving

2. Up and down, 3. Mostly flat or
but more good
steady, but at
than bad
acceptable levels

4. Mostly flat at
poor levels

5. Volatile; more
bad than good

Note: “Don’t know/not applicable” responses (1.6% of all responses) were treated as missing values.
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6. Steadily
declining

Pandemic-related
Questions (continued)
• The second pandemic-related question
asked about impacts of (at the time)
COVID-related dial back restrictions
enacted on Nov. 20, 2020 on business
operations to address increases in
COVID-19 metrics. Most of the additional
restrictions have been eased as of the
release of this report. Nine in ten
respondents (90.0%) indicated negative
effects from the restrictions, including
66.8% responding “significant negative
effect.” 2.1% of respondents described
the impact as a positive effect.

How would you describe the impact on your company from recent COVID-related
operating restrictions (put in place in mid-November)?
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66.8%
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1. Significant negative
effect

2. Moderate negative
effect

3. Slight negative effect 4. No discernible effect

Note: “Don’t know/not applicable” responses (8.6% of all responses) were treated as missing values.
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5. Positive effect (any
amount)

Additional Survey Topics
Additional survey questions addressed topics not covered
in this summary – operating capacity, demand, price
inflation, employment, labor availability and wages.
Although these topics are not typically covered in Explore
Minnesota’s business conditions surveys, they were
included in this survey as a result of the cooperative
approach employed to develop and execute a survey that
would serve the interests of all three partnering
organizations. Please refer to survey reports of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis and Hospitality
Minnesota for possible coverage of results on those
survey topics.

Respondent Comments
Comments generally reflected an increasing level of
desperation for many respondents, including calls for
loosening restrictions on their business operations. Among
the smaller number of respondents whose business
activity has been spared the devastation they have
witnessed among other businesses, some comments
reflected a sense of gratitude and wonder at their good
fortune. Few could have foreseen the pandemic-induced
hardships so many tourism and hospitality businesses
have experienced in 2020, and even fewer could have
foreseen the relative winners that have emerged.
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THANK YOU

